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1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce (EC) and digital
libraries (DL) are two increasingly im-
portant areas of computer and informa-
tion sciences, with different user re-
quirements but similar infrastructure
requirements. In exploring strategic di-
rections, we examine both requirements
of the global information infrastructure
that are a necessary prerequisite for EC
and DL [Aho 1996] and specific require-
ments of EC and DL within the global
infrastructure.

Both EC and DL support the crea-
tion of information sources and the
movement of information across global
networks. EC supports effective and ef-
ficient business interactions and trans-
actions on behalf of consumers, sellers,
intermediaries, and producers, while
DL supports effective interaction among
knowledge producers, librarians, and
information and knowledge seekers. A
digital library may require the transac-
tional aspects of EC to manage the pur-
chasing and distribution of its contents,
while a digital library can be used as a
resource in electronic commerce. EC
and DL share a common infrastructure
in the networking, security, searching
and advertising, negotiating and match-
making, contracting and ordering, bill-

ing, payment, production, distribution,
accounting, and customer-service mech-
anisms that support such distributed
information systems [Schutzer 1996].

In a generic EC/DL model, providers
(information providers, merchants, re-
tailers, wholesalers) make multimedia
objects available to consumers (custom-
ers, information seekers, users) in ex-
change for payment. An EC/DL system
is characterized as a collection of dis-
tributed autonomous sites (servers) that
work together to give the consumer the
appearance of a single cohesive collec-
tion. Each site may store a large num-
ber of multimedia objects (documents,
images, video, audio, software, struc-
tured data). This content may be stored
in a variety of formats and on a variety
of media such as disk, tape or CD-ROM,
and typically originates from a variety
of providers who may wish to control its
use (retrieval or modification) or to add
value. Consumers are assumed to have
a wide variety of domain expertise and
computer proficiency that must be
taken into account by designers of
EC/DL systems.

Section 2 examines EC and DL
research requirements in six key subar-
eas, while Section 3 provides case
studies that describe three electronic
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commerce research projects (USC-ISI,
CommerceNet, First Virtual) and six
digital libraries projects sponsored by
an NSF/ARPA/NASA initiative.

2. CHALLENGES

This report focuses on the following
common areas of EC and DL research:
(1) acquiring and storing information,
(2) finding and filtering information, (3)
securing information and auditing ac-
cess, (4) universal access, (5) cost man-
agement and financial instruments, and
(6) socioeconomic impact.

Acquiring and Storing Information

EC and DL both benefit from general
research on acquiring and storing infor-
mation, but have specific requirements
owing to differences in processes of in-
formation acquisition and the kinds of
information being stored.

EC must handle parts lists, price
lists, trading partner lists, catalogs, ad-
vertisements, and other commerce-re-
lated materials, as well as content itself
(e.g., books, magazines, and movies). In
such a scenario, the digital library is
used as an information repository to
facilitate electronic commerce.

Digital libraries are also dynamic, in
that materials can be added and up-
dated by many authors. Any individual
with access to the Internet can play the
role of author and content provider and
may wish to charge patrons for the con-
tent. For electronic commerce, price
lists, advertisements, and the like will
change over time. Thus an EC/DL sys-
tem requires mechanisms for updating
and adding to the content. The chal-
lenges are:

—facilitate the update of existing con-
tent and the management of multiple
versions of objects;

—facilitate multiple authorship and col-
laboration; and

—provide a universal means to accom-
modate consumers as potential infor-
mation providers.

The vast majority of potential EC/DL
content is not currently in digital form.
Millions of books, articles, films, audio
recordings, maps and other sources are
presently stored in their physical, non-
digitized form. Materials such as data
sets may be stored in a legacy format
requiring conversion. Bringing such ar-
tifacts online is not trivial, and many
researchers have addressed the basic
problem of digitizing existing media
[Lesk 1994]. In addition, many forms of
media such as newspapers and televi-
sion broadcasts are now produced in
digital form and must be captured in
real time.

The challenges here include:

—digitizing or converting these materi-
als in a cost-effective manner, poten-
tially at a variety of different levels of
quality;

—improving OCR, document-layout un-
derstanding [Srihari et al. 1994] and
feature-recognition/extraction perfor-
mance [Wactlar 1995];

—providing appropriate representation
of objects not amenable to digitization
[Levy and Marshal 1995];

—providing methods to capture continu-
ous media in real time; and

—providing efficient management of
large volumes of information.

(The database working group provides
additional material on the storage of
large volumes of information; see http://
www.cs.brown.edu/people/sbz/cra/.)

Information providers. As demon-
strated on the World Wide Web, any
individual with access to the Internet
has the potential to be an information
provider by making content available
for consumer. A key issue for EC/DL is
if and how to incorporate (e.g., capture
and index) each individual’s contribu-
tions to the global market. How do we
establish criteria for what we include?
How do we archive it if our libraries
acquire only pointers to someone else’s
content, and not the objects themselves?

An elective means of accomplishing
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this, although limited in scope, exists in
the form of online malls (e.g., Market-
place MCI http://www2.pcy.mci.net/
marketplace/) consisting of several elec-
tronic store fronts. However, these fall
short of the massive scale requirements
dictated by a truly global economy.

Feature extraction. Feature selection
and extraction is the process of auto-
matically recognizing features in im-
ages, scanned pages of text and other
media. Information about the features
(called metadata) can then be used to
form indexes to satisfy queries or for
further processing. User requirements
dictate the (possibly multiple) types of
indexes created for objects. Identifying
and efficiently extracting effective and
robust features from multimedia data is
a problem whose solution will require
highly sophisticated functions, includ-
ing extracting features from the whole
range of data in EC/DL systems includ-
ing text, audio, images, and video. How-
ever, the queries over the resulting
metadata are not limited to traditional
exact match queries, but include spa-
tial, temporal, and other logical rela-
tionships (usually domain-dependent),
while providing for approximate
matches [Wactlar 1995; Niblack et al.
[1993]; Faloutsos et al. 1994; Ogle and
Stonebraker 1995].

Even though there is a very large
body of work in image and speech pro-
cessing, image analysis, and pattern
recognition, incorporating such work
into an EC/DL system has thus far not
been adequately addressed. The search
for efficient computable, effective, and
robust features, both global and local
with respect to image, video or audio, is
far from over. Furthermore, considering
that a multimedia object may contain
text, still images, video, and audio seg-
ments, the task of utilizing the features
for each individual component to char-
acterize that object for retrieval pur-
poses is both challenging and promis-
ing. The objective is to select and
extract features from a multimedia ob-
ject that can be used to retrieve similar

(approximately equivalent) multimedia
objects.

Assume that a suitable set of features
has been selected and automatic extrac-
tion methods are available. Designing a
query language and indexing schemes
to process queries efficiently is the next
important step [Niblack et al. 1993; Fa-
loutsos 1994]. The query language is
highly influenced by the notion of ap-
proximate similarity adopted in select-
ing the features. For example, while
point-access methods are well studied,
they are suitable only for indexing nu-
merical features. New indexing schemes
are needed for nonnumerical features
such as graph-based representations.

Quality level. Consumers vary in
their tolerance of the quality level of the
information they receive in formats
such as images, video, or structured
data. DL systems must cater to individ-
ual needs by providing efficient and ef-
fective representations of information.
An opportunity for EC systems is to
provide an array of choices (multiple
levels of quality) with associated pro-
portional prices.

A consumer may be willing to tolerate
a low-quality image or just the titles
and abstracts of a collection of papers if
the price is significantly lower. From an
information provider’s standpoint, the
cost of delivering such an object will be
lower as fewer bytes are transmitted.
However, the acquisition of objects must
then be done at various quality levels or
methods must be provided to convert
the original object into the requisite
version.

An interesting new direction mea-
sures the provider’s costs in terms of the
opportunity costs of providing the ser-
vice, rather than actual amount of re-
sources that are being consumed. The
opportunity cost is determined by the
relationship between the supply and
the demand for a given resource, so that
the opportunity cost of an idle resource
is close to zero but that of an overuti-
lized resource is so high that it is basi-
cally unaffordable.
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Another consideration is the percep-
tual measurement of image quality. It is
well known that the widely used mean
squared error measure is not adequate
for assessing the quality of images as
perceived by humans. A quality mea-
sure that can be efficiently computed
and at the same time correlates well
with the opinions of human viewers is
needed to design and evaluate image-
processing systems such as image-com-
pression systems. Such perceptual mea-
sures, including measures based on
models of the human visual system,
have been introduced by researchers—
for example Heeger and Teo [1995]. We
believe that, due to the complexity of
the human visual system, there is a
need for additional interdisciplinary re-
search that will involve researchers in
the areas of image processing, optics,
neurobiology, and psychology, and re-
sult in improved models of the human
visual system that will make possible
the introduction of improved perceptual
image quality measures.

Finding and Filtering Information

In an EC/DL system, consumers need
online facilities to help them retrieve
information and locate resources that
match expectations and desires. Match-
making programs are required to bring
producers and consumers together—for
example:

—mechanisms to describe information
services by capability, rather than by
name;

—mechanisms to perform content-based
search;

—methods to integrate various search
engines and to “mine” relationships in
data from heterogeneous collections.

The challenges for EC/DL systems are
to:

—give consumers a variety of efficient
ways to search for information across
heterogeneous systems and to match
potential data sources with the needs
of consumers;

—provide uniform, customizable, and
dynamic user interfaces for a variety
of common data types (text, images,
video, audio), and user interfaces that
take advantage of specialized data
types such as maps and three-dimen-
sional data;

—allow consumers to search for infor-
mation using terms from domains
they are familiar with (ontologies);
and

—data-mining facilities for providers to
track consumer habits and for con-
sumers to discover underlying trends
in products and services.

From an EC perspective, consumers
seek to find products and services at low
cost using language and terminology
they are most familiar with. The unique
challenges for EC include:

—create mechanisms to allow buyers to
locate products and services with spe-
cific characteristics and to allow sell-
ers to locate potential buyers with
specific traits (matchmaking services);
and

—provide secure bidding and negotia-
tion systems with which a buyer can
solicit bids and receive quotes.

Agents and matchmaking services. DL
research in agents has focused on bring-
ing users in contact with information
items. From an EC perspective, agent
technologies are useful to make provid-
ers aware of consumer needs and con-
sumers aware of a provider’s offerings.
EC/DL systems take this one step fur-
ther by having agents negotiate the
terms for a transaction.

Many definitions have been put forth
to describe what a software agent is,
ranging from the adaptable information
filter to autonomous programs that
work in conjunction with, or on behalf
of, a human user. A taxonomy of agents
usually involves the three dimensions of
agency (degree of autonomy), intelli-
gence (degree of reasoning behavior),
and mobility (in an internetwork con-
text). Software agents also embody the
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notion of improving over time as they
record additional user actions and reac-
tions [Maes 1994].

Examples of existing agents are the
robots (spiders, crawlers, etc.) that tra-
verse the World Wide Web to build in-
dexes of its content and news and stock
quote filtering systems that build a cus-
tomized news feed (via email or web
page) based on user preferences. Other
examples can be found at UMBC’s
AgentWeb site (http://www.cs.umbc.
edu/agents/).

From a consumer’s perspective,
EC/DL systems require decision agents
that can learn an individual consumer’s
preferences, seek out appropriate pro-
viders and negotiate requests for fur-
ther information (e.g., to bring to the
user’s attention) or initiate purchases.
For example, Anderson Consulting
CSTR’s BargainFinder Agent (http://bf.
cstar.ac.com/bf/) scans multiple price
lists of compact disks and returns a list
of retailers with the lowest price. These
tasks must be carried out in a secure
and safe fashion so that a consumer’s
privacy is maintained and the potential
for fraud is minimized.

There is a more difficult problem from
the provider’s perspective: How to iden-
tify potential consumers and their pref-
erences? Consumers routinely expect
access to a provider’s product, price, and
company information. However, few
consumers would voluntarily make in-
formation about themselves, such as
preferences and buying habits, avail-
able to providers. A provider may em-
ploy Demand agents that can provide
product, price, and availability informa-
tion to consumers’ decision agents. A
demand agent may simply reply to re-
quests for information on behalf of the
provider or it may actively seek out
consumers’ decision agents.

Underlying all discussion of agents is
the need to standardize on agent com-
munications and interfaces. The Artifi-
cial Intelligence working group provides
additional information on the topic of
intelligent agents (see http://www.
medg.lcs.mit.edu/doyle/sdcr/ai/).

Matchmaking is a process whereby
consumers seeking goods and services
with given specifications are put in con-
tact with providers whose goods and
services match the specifications. Pro-
viders may also seek consumers in a
similar fashion. A reasonable assump-
tion for the matchmaking task is that
the representation of the consumer’s
specifications (typically formed as a
query) will differ from the representa-
tion of the provider’s goods and services.
For example, one provider may main-
tain a structured database of products
while another may maintain a collection
of text documents describing the fea-
tures of each product. The schema-inte-
gration and data-integration problems
for structured data are well known in
the federated databases and heteroge-
neous systems literature. The challenge
is to offer matching services across both
structured and unstructured collections
of data.

Exact and/or approximate similarity
query processing methods can be effec-
tively used to perform matchmaking.
For example, for every item for which a
match is sought, one could effectively
construct an ideal match and then re-
sort to approximate similarity methods
to find the best matches, those that are
closer to the ideal match.

In the Tsimmis project at Stanford
(http://www-db.stanford.edu/tsimmis/),
translator agents perform query and re-
sult set conversions between the native
source and a common format under-
stood by other agents. For queries, this
can mean conversion to a specific query
language, invocation of a keyword
search mechanism, or some other con-
version.

To attain even more flexibility, we
can imagine the case where there is no
globally understood query language and
data exchange format. Rather, we have
facilitator “agents” sprinkled through-
out the system that know how to per-
form translations from one data type to
another and from one query language to
another. These facilitators must be able
to communicate the capacities they pos-
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sess and can make available to informa-
tion requesters and sources. The Knowl-
edge Query Manipulation Language
(KQML) is becoming a common means
for exchanging this type of information
with intent (i.e., the sender intends the
receiver to store the content, forward it
on, validate it, etc).

Ontologies. An ontology is defined as
the set of terms and relationships used
in a domain to denote concepts and ob-
jects that are often ambiguous among
domains [Gruber 1993]. Presently, on-
tologies are being constructed in a num-
ber of domains for a wide variety of
purposes. Some, such as Gio Weider-
hold’s glossary of terms supporting the
I3 initiative [Wiederhold 1994], are
used as a domain-specific dictionary or
thesaurus, while others are used as a
basis for exchanging information be-
tween information systems designed
around differing domains. In digital li-
braries, ontologies are employed to facil-
itate information retrieval by directing
users to related domains. Ontology sup-
port for bidding and negotiation in elec-
tronic commerce is described in [Leh-
mann 1994]. At Stanford University’s
Knowledge Systems Laboratory, a
project is currently underway to build
ontologies to let buyers in the U.S. gov-
ernment’s Defense Logistics Agency lo-
cate items of interest in the vast Fed-
eral Supply Catalog (http://www-ksl.
stanford.edu/kst/dealmaker.html).

EC and DL systems emphasize differ-
ent aspects of ontologies, but common
principles underlie the development of
ontologies for information systems. The
two examples of ontologies used in EC
reflect a structural view, in that specific
items, part numbers, and descriptions
all have distinct relationships captured
by the ontology. Digital libraries must
cater to users with diverse backgrounds
by offering broader, more general ontol-
ogies that are interlinked to cover many
domains. For example, a physicist
should be able to search for information
in the chemistry domain using the phys-
ics terminology that is more familiar to

him or her. EC/DL systems require both
aspects of ontologies to allow a broad
range of users to locate products, ser-
vices, and information.

Ontologies are described in some type
of representation language such as
LOOM, Epikit, Algernon, or the Knowl-
edge Interchange Format (KIF). A
means to translate (map) between these
representations is desirable. [Gruber
1993] describes a portable ontology
specification, called Ontolingua, that
can be used as a translation tool be-
tween ontologies described in several
representation languages. With such
tools, the mechanics of mapping be-
tween ontologies is made easier.

Data mining. Data mining extracts
patterns, associations, and anomalies
from large databases and data sets.
Here again there are general data min-
ing principles common to EC and DL
and domain-specific data-mining prob-
lems. The DL has within it not just
documents but many databases. Data-
mining techniques are applied to some
set of these to create new information or
insight.

As the use of the digital agora grows,
there will be an increasing amount of
information collected. Some of the most
interesting information is (1) the access
patterns to information in the agora by
consumers and (2) the purchase pat-
terns of goods and services in the agora
by consumers. A fundamental challenge
is to develop algorithms and software
for the indirect support of the agora by
understanding the information in these
patterns and exploiting this information
as a basis for better decision making.
The problem is important because of the
value of the information that can be
uncovered.

The questions providers ask are based
on access and purchase patterns: What
information is accessed or purchased
and by whom? How likely is it that a
new object will be accessed/purchased
and by whom? What objects are likely to
be accessed/purchased together? Which
subjects are becoming more important
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as indicated by trends in the number of
objects available and the number of re-
quests for them? Which objects are nat-
urally grouped together on the basis of
patrons’ requests or sequences of re-
quests? Are there local and regional
variations in the purchases of goods and
services? Which transactions are fraud-
ulent? How are the purchases of a con-
sumer likely to change over time?

From a consumer’s perspective, data-
mining techniques can also be put to
use to discover underlying trends and
patterns. For example, before investing
in a company’s stock, an investor may
want to query across multiple EC/DLs
to find associations among the board of
directors and management and any
prior concerns they were involved with.

A variety of techniques have been de-
veloped for data mining, including use
of classification and regression trees,
clustering algorithms, neural nets, and
Bayesian nets for retrieving objects
managed by the agora and for the trans-
actions by the agora’s consumers. Cur-
rent data-mining and data-warehousing
algorithms cannot adequately handle
complex data, such as time series asso-
ciated with purchase decisions, or heter-
ogeneous and distributed data (arising
in a typical EC or DL system), or the
volumes of data soon to be generated by
EC and DL systems (cf. Frawley et al.
[1991] and Simoudis et al. [1996]).

Query expansion and refinement.
EC/DL systems have unique require-
ments in processing consumer queries.
Queries may span multiple EC/DL sys-
tems and, if not filtered, may return
excessive amounts of result data that
can overwhelm networks and systems
as well as the consumer’s cognitive abil-
ities. Thus query processing must bal-
ance the issues of query expansion, to
retrieve similar objects of interest on
distributed servers, and filtering or
query refinement to reduce the size and
complexity of result sets and to help
pinpoint information of interest. Query
expansion is a language semantics issue
while filtering and query refinement are

most often addressed in conjunction
with user interface issues [Doan 1996].

EC queries are typically directed to
locate specific products and services.
The task is one of narrowing down a
potentially large number of sources to
one, as in the case of locating the least
expensive but most conveniently sched-
uled airline transportation. Query ex-
pansion may be used to include addi-
tional air carriers or to vary the dates of
travel within some range. Query refine-
ment might then be used to narrow
down the choices based on a cost/conve-
nience trade-off.

While exploring digital libraries may
consist of a directed search for a specific
piece of information, open-ended que-
ries such as “tell me about the Civil
War” may also be asked. In such cases,
query expansion may be employed to
include additional information such as
factors leading up to the war or to in-
clude additional forms of media such as
text, maps, and images in the reply.
Such queries are typical examples of the
need for query refinement. There is a
whole spectrum of other types of queries
that lie between the EC and DL query
examples given here.

Securing Information and Auditing Access

Though security lapses in EC can be
more spectacular, both EC and DL will
be a part of an information infrastruc-
ture with common integrated security
requirements. Information in a private
EC/DL system must be protected from
unauthorized use, must ensure the pri-
vacy of its users, and must protect the
intellectual property of the providers
and authors. At the same time, legiti-
mate users should be able to add and
update information and buy and sell
products and services with minimal im-
pediments. The challenges for EC/DL
systems are to:

—provide mechanisms for multiple au-
thorized users to operate in a distrib-
uted environment while preserving
privacy and integrity of information;
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—provide secure payment mechanisms
with low overhead;

—provide mechanisms to allow anony-
mous access to systems, and mecha-
nisms that can charge fees without
divulging the identity of the consumer;

—uphold intellectual property rights;
—provide mechanisms to audit the ac-

cess of objects while upholding confi-
dentiality; and

—develop systems with secure transac-
tions that are resistant to fraud. Pro-
vide mechanisms to protect confiden-
tiality and integrity and provide
authentication and nonrepudiation.

Security and confidentiality. The
greatest design challenges for secure
EC/DL systems lie in the formulation,
specification, and enforcement of com-
prehensive data protection policies.
These policies must take into account
the differing concerns of authors, pub-
lishers, merchants, librarians, and us-
ers, and they must offer three varieties
of security:

—Confidentiality should protect the
contents of an object (document,
video, image, etc.) as well as its us-
age/access pattern from unauthorized
access. The release policy for an object
may determine not just whether an
object may be released, but what
charge should be assessed and who
should get the bill. In an EC/DL envi-
ronment, time information may be a
crucial part of confidentiality. A price
list or commodity report may be
highly confidential until a certain
time and freely available after that
time. For some new research in this
area, see Bertino et al. [1996]. Users
are tremendously concerned about the
confidentiality of usage patterns (au-
diting information), a difficult prob-
lem when itemized bills are needed.

—Authenticity is concerned with attrib-
uting the source of an object to its
creator or owner. For digital libraries,
the problem shifts to specifying and
enforcing policies that reflect the
types and uses of digital library data.

For example, an EC/DL environment
must deal with the authenticity of
objects with multiple owners and
modifiers.

—Integrity refers to protecting objects
(and ancillary information such as the
source) from unauthorized modifica-
tion. Integrity is similar to authentic-
ity, in that an object’s authenticity
depends in part on preserving its in-
tegrity. Digital library usage also
raises some additional integrity prob-
lems such as providing a history of
changes to an object.

The secure EC/DL system, then, must
address the concerns of its constituents
with respect to confidentiality, authen-
ticity, and integrity. Given the volume
and complexity of data, the system de-
sign must balance security concerns
against responsiveness and perfor-
mance.

While these challenges are great, per-
haps the thorniest issue is policy inter-
actions across distributed providers.
Providers may have different concerns
and motivations, and they may use vari-
ants of access operations. Providers’ se-
curity policies certainly will differ and
conflicts among policies must be han-
dled in reasonable ways, without un-
duly denying or compromising service.
Security policies and enforcement mech-
anisms must be explicitly considered as
one aspect of the heterogeneity to be
managed in digital libraries [Ching et
al. 1996].

Several existing research areas and
emerging technologies appear promis-
ing for addressing at least partially the
security needs of EC/DL—though they
will need adaptation or extension for
the unique characteristics of this envi-
ronment. Digital signatures, check-
sums, and encryption (see, for example,
Berghel and O’Gorman [1996] or Kauf-
man et al. [1995]) provide support for
some critical aspects of authenticity and
confidentiality. Security features that
will be refined as part of the maturation
of object database technology will help
with protecting composite and multime-
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dia objects in terms of extensible opera-
tion sets. Work being done in security
for federated database systems will help
with issues of the interaction of autono-
mous policies (see, for example,
(Blaustein et al. [1995] and Niblack et
al. [1996]).

Recent advances in holographic stor-
age and retrieval technology offer a new
and promising security verification sys-
tem for identification and/or credit
cards. By utilizing a pseudorandomly
generated phase mask that stores, in a
nearly invisible fashion, biometrics in-
formation and secret code on ID cards,
an all-optical correlation can quickly
and reliably separate authentic IDs
from counterfeits.

Intellectual property rights. Intellec-
tual property is yet another topic that
does not respect the boundaries be-
tween EC and DL. Commercial transac-
tions involving EC/DL objects (e.g.,
books, articles, movies) will necessitate
the transfer and enforcement of some/
all intellectual property rights. For ex-
ample, the sale of a book may or may
not allow the buyer to reproduce parts
of the book for profit. Books, movies and
music are all different with respect to
the application of copyright law, fair
use, and performance rights. We will
need to develop schemes for the enforce-
ment of intellectual property rights and
the detection of violations. Some
progress on this front is already being
made. For example, several recent
works propose methods of efficient auto-
matic detection of “suspicious” similar-
ity between objects.

Detecting violations is only part of the
story, however. The enforcement of in-
tellectual property rights requires pur-
suit of the offenders by legal means that
may be out of the financial reach of an
individual provider or may not be cost-
effective if the abuse is spread out over
millions or billions of individuals. Addi-
tional insights into these issues as well
as a method for preventing copying of
documents, called text flickering, are
presented in Lesk [1996].

Universal Access

In an EC/DL environment today, there
are a multiplicity of information appli-
ances. Consumers may use TV sets, ra-
dios, PCs, PDAs, laptops, and cellular
phones to access information. The goal
of the National Information Infrastruc-
ture (NII) project is to allow universal
access to distributed stores of informa-
tion (digital libraries) and to provide
this access at a reasonable cost to every
citizen [IITF 1993]. Widespread use of
EC/DL is predicated on the universal
availability of access for a large number
of users [Adam et al. 1994]. EC/DL sys-
tems will have to contend with many
different information appliances. In
such a heterogeneous world of objects,
user interfaces, networks, clients, and
servers, the issue of interoperability
assumes paramount importance. The
challenges to EC/DLs are to provide
standard interfaces for appliances to
“plug into,” including common user in-
terfaces, network protocol interfaces,
and physical network interfaces; to
provide interoperability (mediation of
formats and standards) with legacy sys-
tems; to provide workflow services to
manage the flow of information in an
EC/DL; and to provide searching and
querying mechanisms that cross over
many EC/DLs.

Interoperability. Interoperability is
an important research area in software
engineering [Wegner 1996]. An EC/DL
system should interoperate with legacy
and other systems such as database
management and workflow systems. For
example, EC/DL clients and servers will
need to retrieve from, and update infor-
mation in, corporate databases. Work-
flow systems will be responsible for
monitoring and controlling work assign-
ments in organizations. While flowing
through an organization, a work assign-
ment may involve accessing the global
digital library or buying and/or selling a
product. Thus EC/DL clients and serv-
ers may need to trigger and be triggered
by workflow systems; data will also
have to be exchanged between the two
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types of systems. Mediation and hetero-
geneous databases are two promising
research directions currently being ex-
plored to address interoperability. Geor-
gakopoulos et al. [1995] present an
overview of workflow systems, including
application of distributed object man-
agement (DOM) to support interoper-
ability and integration.

The complex interaction among the
heterogeneous systems will need to be
managed by facilities for schema inte-
gration and standard protocols. These
facilities will provide users and pro-
grammers with some form of a global
schema of available information, albeit
in a very restricted domain. Standard
protocols will enable a client to search
for the best provider of a service or
product, and enable the provider to
maximize its profit. HTTP is an exam-
ple of such a protocol, but higher layers
will have to be built to give the infra-
structure more intelligence and elevate
the abstraction it provides. Interna-
tional commerce will be greatly facili-
tated by some form of automatic trans-
lation between languages, at least in
the restricted domain of electronic com-
merce.

User interface. User interfaces are
an important component of an EC/DL
system, incorporating a wide variety of
techniques to afford rich interaction be-
tween users and information. In an
EC/DL environment, a large amount of
data spread through a number of re-
sources necessitates intuitive interfaces
for consumers to query and retrieve in-
formation. The ability to smoothly
change the consumer’s perspective, from
high-level summary information down
to a specific paragraph of a document or
scene from a film, remains a challenge
to user interface researchers.

The human-computer interaction
working group provides additional in-
formation on this topic (see http://ww-
w.cs.brown.edu/people/ifc/hci.html).

Networking. The success of EC and
DL is critically dependent on progress

in networking. In this area there is lit-
tle difference between EC and DL re-
quirements—both require increased
networking bandwidth fueled from two
main fronts.

First, the number of consumers will
undoubtedly increase. If the Internet is
any indication, exponential growth in
the number of users will be the rule for
at least the next few years. Second, as
the delivery of multimedia data be-
comes the norm, the demands for high
bandwidth increase. However, high
bandwidth, in and of itself, is not
enough to support EC/DL systems. The
intelligent use of bandwidth and the
ability to guarantee bandwidth, for a
given time period, are also required.

In an EC/DL system, the cost of com-
munication resources must be taken
into account. As is the case with varying
qualities of DL objects, some consumers
are willing to tolerate the delivery of
lower-quality objects (e.g., a video dis-
played at fewer frames per second) in
exchange for lower cost. This exchange
would be negotiated between a con-
sumer and the provider. The reserva-
tion of bandwidth, in turn, would be
negotiated between the EC/DL provider
and the network provider.

The telecommunications working
group provides additional information
on these topics (see http://ana-www.lcs.
mit.edu/projects/sdcr-net/).

Cost Management and Financial
Instruments

Cost management appears to be more
directly related to EC than to DL, but
the infrastructure of cost management
of network services applies equally to
DL.

We have grown accustomed to a wide
variety of cost models and financial in-
struments. EC/DLs, however, present
new challenges not adequately ad-
dressed by current models and instru-
ments. For example, online services
presently follow fixed cost models that
are insensitive to changes in data con-
tents and wholesale costs. With respect
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to these issues, EC/DLs should provide
evolving cost models that adapt to the
types of objects being provided; provide
secure, standards-based financial in-
struments that can be employed glo-
bally; and provide support for complex
negotiation (e.g., bidding) and purchas-
ing tasks.

Cost management. Today, informa-
tion-service providers and consumers
use cost models that are time-based,
request-based, or a combination of the
two. In a time-based model the con-
sumer pays for unlimited access to the
service for a time unit (say a month);
cable television uses this model. In a
request-based model the consumer pays
per request (e.g., newsstand purchase of
a newspaper). Once a cost model is se-
lected by an information provider, it
remains fixed until it is changed manu-
ally. Given limited resources and the
marketing opportunities presented to
information providers by the new elec-
tronic medium, this solution is unsatis-
factory. Similarly, information consum-
ers have unprecedented capabilities for
comparison shopping that results in
cost minimization. Therefore, we need
to develop algorithms and systems that
will make possible cost minimization for
information consumers and exploitation
of new marketing opportunities for in-
formation providers.

For information providers, we need to
develop algorithms and systems for au-
tomatically determining the price of in-
formation. These systems should dy-
namically adapt the prices, and maybe
even the cost models, to supply and
demand. For example, at the system
architecture level, there are tradeoffs in
storage of replicated data versus higher
communications costs and between
costs of processing expanded queries
versus returning approximate results.
What are the parameters and primitive
functions of an information-pricing sys-
tem? A related issue is how to transfer
some or all intellectual property rights
automatically from the owner to subcon-
tractors and consumers: When should

one do so, and how should one charge
for these rights? How can intellectual
property rights be enforced?

Cost models from the consumers’
point of view must also be studied. Con-
sumers will receive bills from multiple
information providers. In many cases
these charges can be optimized, but how
to do so depends on the available pro-
viders of a piece of information, their
cost models, and the access patterns
and needs. So we need to develop sys-
tems that will assist the consumer in
cost management. For example, con-
sider a consumer reading The New York
Times. She can subscribe to the newspa-
per every day, and in this case the price
per copy is lower than the (electronic)
newsstand price. However, she may pay
for issues that she does not have the
time to read. On the other hand, the
newsstand price may be higher, but the
consumer buys access only when she is
certain to read the paper. Which is the
better access protocol? Obviously, the
answer can be computed based on the
subscription versus newsstand price
and on the probability that the con-
sumer reads the paper on a given day.
This probability can be computed on the
basis of past experience (i.e., a cost opti-
mization system can “learn” the access
pattern of the consumer).

Thus from the consumer’s point of
view, the optimal provider and/or access
protocol depends on the access pattern
and on the various cost models and pro-
viders of a particular piece of informa-
tion. Huang et al. [1994a] and Sistla et
al. [1996] analyzed several algorithms
that select a provider, cost model, and
access protocol for cost optimization.
Another factor that determines con-
sumer cost is the timeliness of the infor-
mation (e.g., if the consumer can toler-
ate data that is ten minutes out of date,
then both the communication cost and
the access cost may be reduced); (Huang
et al. [1994b] analyzed some aspects of
this problem.)

Finally, for both consumers and infor-
mation providers it is important to de-
velop algorithms and systems that ret-
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rospectively examine pricing and
purchase decisions and make or recom-
mend strategy changes.

Financial instruments. Examples of
existing financial instruments follow:

—Digital/electronic cash. In this model,
digital cash is issued from a tradi-
tional banking institution in ex-
change for local currency (e.g., U.S.
dollars). Purchases are made by ex-
changing the resulting “cyberbucks”
with other consumers and merchants.
Each transaction is encrypted using
public key cryptography and a bank-
ing institution verifies each transac-
tion. A record of the cash itself is
stored on the user’s local computer
using proprietary software. An exam-
ple is DigiCash’s Ecash (http://digi
cash.support.nl/).

—Electronic wallet. Traditional credit
card numbers are encrypted and
stored on the user’s local computer
using proprietary software. Purchases
are made by transmitting the credit
card number in an encrypted form
to the merchant. An example is the
CyberCash Wallet (http://www.cyber
cash. com/).

Both CyberCash Wallet and Ecash
can provide retail-oriented EC where
consumers need not have preexisting
relationships with merchants. The re-
liance on cryptography, however,
raises some questions in regard to the
global acceptance of such products in
light of (primarily U.S.) export re-
strictions on encryption technology.

—Electronic data interchange (EDI).
Two trading partners agree to ex-
change a set of EDI transactions cor-
responding to business transactions
such as orders, requests for quota-
tions and shipping schedules. Tradi-
tionally, EDI transactions are deliv-
ered over direct dial-up connections or
via proprietary value-added networks
(VANs). Recent applications of public
key cryptography have focused on
transmitting EDI over the Internet in

a secure fashion [Premenos Inc.
1996].

—Bidding and negotiation. A consumer
drafts a set of feature requirements
and specifications for a product and
invites appropriate providers to fur-
nish quotes or bids. Bids may vary
considerably in meeting the specifica-
tions, delivery schedule, and price.
The consumer then chooses the most
appropriate provider for future pur-
chases. The consumer and provider
can also enter into a negotiation
phase where tradeoffs on specifica-
tions, delivery, and price are dis-
cussed.

The above bidding scenario can be
handled using standard electronic
mail or in a more structured fashion
using EDI transactions. A novel re-
search area is to affect the bidding on
and subsequent negotiation and pur-
chase of products in an automated
fashion.

(It is worth mentioning that the award-
ing of the 1996 Nobel Prize in economics
to James Mirrlees of Cambridge Univer-
sity and William Vickrey of Columbia
University for models of contract negoti-
ation underscores the growing academic
importance of theories about commerce
and the maturing of electronic com-
merce as a topic with conceptual as well
as practical substance.)

The second challenge is the develop-
ment of efficient algorithms and optimi-
zation for evaluating answers to com-
plex electronic trade queries. This
includes indexing and filtering, optimi-
zation-level (constraint) algebra, and
global optimization. The practical feasi-
bility of electronic trade systems relies
heavily on the ability to optimize que-
ries deeply. The algorithms for opera-
tors of optimization-level algebra for
EC/DL systems are significantly differ-
ent from those used in relational data-
bases—although many ideas are still
applicable.

Traditional database optimization,
both compile-time algebraic simplifica-
tion and run-time cost-based ap-
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proaches, is not adequate in the frame-
work of electronic trade when dealing
with information over the Internet. The
main reason is that constraint manipu-
lation required to analyze complex trade
objectives and access to data over the
Internet are computationally expensive.
Thus a fine balance should be found
between the cost of each. For filtering
queries, which are triggered every time
new relevant information is available
from the electronic marketplace, dy-
namic view maintenance in the pres-
ence of large constraint data sets pre-
sents a particular difficulty.

The third challenge is to develop a
prototype electronic trade system with
complex objectives and to perform a
case study using it. This can be done on
top of a constraint object-oriented data-
base system, such as C-cube developed
at George Mason University.

Socioeconomic Impact

Public policies, regulations, laws, and
just plain public opinion can stop the
development of technology in its tracks.
The social and economic issues must be
addressed by either new or modified
technology. For these technologies to be
effective, there is a need first to be
aware of such problems and concerns
and second to establish dialogue with
researchers from different disciplines.

Six major issue areas are identified
that flow directly from the impact of
information technology on the world’s
economy, society, and political commu-
nities. Our goal in raising these for con-
tinued discussion is to insure the bene-
ficial implementation of EC/DL systems.

—Economics. The world of trade and
business is changing dramatically
through electronic commerce. Elec-
tronic commerce is much more than
simply doing electronically what al-
ready goes on in ordinary business.
Some economic issues are a shift from
labor-intensive jobs to information-in-
tensive jobs requiring new skills and
training; determining the costs of pre-

viously unavailable information; up-
holding intellectual property; ad-
dressing issues with international
trade as increasing numbers of busi-
ness transactions are handled
through electronic networks instead
of through mail and personal travel;
infrastructure support for electronic
payment and brokerage systems.

—Human resources. Since information
technology presumes literacy not only
in computer operation but in basic
language, information technology
wisely applied will give us a new op-
portunity to address the global scan-
dal of 40 to 60 percent absolute illiter-
acy in too many countries, and the 20
percent functional illiteracy in indus-
trialized countries (World Bank
source). We believe that information
technology properly deployed in edu-
cational services can solve this prob-
lem. We may see some dramatic
changes in K-12 education, college-
level, professional training, and self-
learning. The way we teach and the
way we learn may be dramatically
affected, as may the economics of edu-
cation and training.

—Law and government. Governments
must negotiate the policy framework
within which electronic commerce can
take place across international
boundaries. Questions of fraud, busi-
ness crimes, tax collections, and cur-
rency management must be resolved
both through policy decisions and appli-
cation of technical tools [Power 1996].

—Society. Cultural and multilingual is-
sues arise with the ubiquitous nature
of the Internet. Several nations are
resisting allowing access to the Inter-
net because of the dominance of En-
glish [Ang and Nadarajan 1996]. We
must find a way to both benefit from
the global reach and connection of the
Internet and personalize its services
to people with different languages
and cultural backgrounds.

—Privacy and security. Current export
regulations on encryption systems
presents a challenge for both policy
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makers and technologists. Existing
regulations significantly inhibit the
deployment of a safe, worldwide net-
work infrastructure for electronic
commerce and digital libraries [Com-
merceNet 1996]. We must decide if
this is a temporary legal impediment
that will go away with time and tech-
nology, or if a serious lobbying effort
needs to be undertaken by industry
and technologists together so that up-
to-the-minute security technologies
can be made available globally.

—Multidiscipline and interaction. The
issues and problems in building the
global information infrastructure are
a mix of technology, public policy, and
culture. Finding solutions will require
the cooperation of many disciplines
(i.e., law, economics, business, educa-
tion, sociology, psychology, entertain-
ment, and computer science). The ac-
complishment of the information
revolution need not be accidental; we
can cooperate to develop solutions be-
fore avoidable disasters occur.

3. CASE STUDIES

In the following, case studies in elec-
tronic commerce (in addition to those
cited in Section 2) and digital libraries
are presented.

Electronic Commerce

University of Southern California—
ISI. A series of projects at the Infor-
mation Sciences Institute (ISI) of the
University of Southern California (USC)
demonstrates how collaborative work
tools and high-speed communications
facilities make it possible to acquire
goods and services more cost-effectively
[USC/ISI 1996]. This series of projects,
called The Broker, consists of the FAST
electronic broker for standard parts ac-
quisition; the MOSIS VLSI fabrication
service for custom VLSI fabrication; the
MIDAS ASEM brokerage service for
multichip module fabrication; and the
EZFAB service for systems assembly.
The FAST system is described here.

Under sponsorship of the Defense De-
partment’s Advanced Research Projects
Agency, ISI has developed a system
based on the use of electronic mail for
purchasing. FAST is a rapid and reli-
able purchasing agent accessing many
distributors and manufacturers. Cus-
tomers send quote requests and orders
via e-mail. FAST obtains quotes from its
vendors, and returns them via e-mail.
The customer may then order through
FAST, but the vendor ships directly to
the customer. FAST pays the vendor
directly and also bills the customer.

FAST also provides a “quote-and-or-
der” capability when the decision to
purchase an item can be made accord-
ing to simple rules. If the quote ob-
tained by FAST meets criteria provided
by the customer, FAST will order di-
rectly without returning the quote to
the customer. When quotes do not meet
the customer’s criteria they are for-
warded in the usual way. FAST does not
support a negotiation between buyer
and seller, but because FAST deals with
vendors on behalf of many customers,
volume discounts can be passed on.
FAST has a service charge, currently 8
percent.

CommerceNet. CommerceNet (http://
www.commerce.net/) is an industry as-
sociation advocating and coordinating
the development of technologies used
for Internet commerce. There are pres-
ently over 200 members from industry
and academia. Current projects and ac-
tivities include:

—Task forces. A variety of task forces in
the areas of public key infrastructure,
payments, robustness, electronic cata-
logs, EDI, and business roadmaps col-
laborate on outstanding issues by
bringing together existing technolo-
gies and by identifying major re-
search areas.

—Special interest groups. SIGs provide
a forum for an exchange of common
interests in the areas of collaboration
tools, catalogs, electronic data inter-
change (EDI), marketing and public
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key infrastructure (PKI)/payments.
SIGs sponsor seminar presentations
by industry and academic members,
and commission studies and white pa-
pers that are shared with other Com-
merceNet members.

—Advocacy and public policy committee.
The APPC’s charter is to advise mem-
bers of regulatory and legislative ac-
tivities that might impede or enhance
the growth of Internet commerce, de-
velop and communicate recommended
CommerceNet positions to govern-
ment entities, and cooperate with
other advocacy organizations.

—Pilot projects. A number of pilot
projects are in development, including
the Smart Catalogs and Virtual Cata-
logs project at Stanford University
Center for Information Technology
[CIT 1996]. This project provides on-
line catalogs prepared “on the fly”
from database content. Ontologies are
employed to allow consumers to
search catalogs using the terminology
most familiar to them.

Internet user demographics is another
project currently under way at Vander-
bilt University’s Owen Graduate School
of Management. This project collect and
analyze survey data on CommerceNet
users to determine preliminary informa-
tion on behavior, attitudes, opinions,
and demographics. CommerceNet
[1996] provides additional references to
its projects.

First Virtual. First Virtual (http://
www.fv.com/) is an Internet payment
system (financial instrument) that fol-
lows a “green commerce” model, in
which the merchant bears the risk of
nonpayment, in that a purchaser has
the option to refuse payment if the
goods or services received are deemed
unsatisfactory [Stein et al. 1995]. Other
aspects of the model, such as buyer con-
firmation, are designed to reduce the
risk to merchants. Some features of the
model follow:

—Each buyer or seller has a unique
card number associated with an email

address, a “pay-in” method such as a
traditional credit card and a “pay-out”
method, a direct-deposit bank ac-
count.

—The card number itself bears no re-
semblance to, nor can it be derived
from, or used to derive any credit
card, bank account, or other tradi-
tional financial instrument identifica-
tion code. The association between
the card number and the financial
instrument is maintained offline (i.e.,
not on the Internet).

—Purchasing content on the Internet
involves an exchange of card numbers
through electronic mail. Buyers may
elect to accept the terms of payment,
decline payment, or initiate a fraud
investigation. If a buyer persists in
declining payment, the card number
can be revoked.

—Individual credits and debits accumu-
lated through a monthly cycle and the
end-of-term amounts are propagated
to the appropriate traditional ac-
counts as either charges on a credit
card or as a direct deposit transaction
to a bank account.

The green commerce model is suited for
small purchases made in high quanti-
ties, due to its low overhead and use of
electronic mail, which represent a low
common denominator for Internet com-
munications. First Virtual reports that
over 147,177 customers and 1,973 mer-
chants in 144 countries are using the
First Virtual payment system.

Digital libraries. In September 1994,
the joint NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Li-
brary Initiative awarded grants to six
university and industry consortia,
headed by Carnegie Mellon University,
University of California, Berkeley, the
University of Michigan, the University
of Illinois, the University of California,
Santa Barbara, and Stanford Univer-
sity.

The Informedia project at Carnegie
Mellon (http://www.informedia.cs.cmu.
edu/) centers on the storage and re-
trieval of video materials for science
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and mathematics, and targets users in
the K-12 educational community. The
project combines speech recognition, im-
age understanding, and natural lan-
guage understanding to both catalog
video and retrieve relevant video seg-
ments. The NetBill system is being de-
veloped to address authentication, secu-
rity and privacy, access control, and
auditing functions in a highly scalable
and fault-tolerant environment. Addi-
tional EC research issues include add-
ing support for various pricing models
and studying users’ reactions and be-
havior when faced with various pricing
models.

The U.C. Berkeley project (http://
elib.cs.berkeley.edu/) works to develop
digital library technologies to manage a
wide variety of environmental data for
the state of California, including re-
ports, computer models, maps, plans,
aerial and ground photographs, videos,
and structured databases. Their overall
approach is to adapt database technolo-
gies to meet the demands of digital li-
braries. Other components of the digital
library include powerful interfaces that
allow users to manipulate multimedia
documents (not simply retrieve and
view) and special network protocols
adapted for distributed information re-
trieval.

The University of Michigan digital li-
braries (UMDL) project (http://http2.
sils .umich.edu/UMDL/HomePage.html)
concentrates on making earth and space
science materials available to a wide
range of users via a single interface.
Agent technology is a key component to
achieving this goal. Content for UMDL
presently comes from existing collec-
tions of science journals. Additional ef-
forts include storing and accessing spa-
tial data such as social science and
earth science data. A digital library is
viewed as a distributed collection of dig-
ital documents each represented by dif-
ferent query interfaces and storage and
retrieval mechanisms. UMDL differs
from other DL projects in that the goal
is not to bring all documents into a
single system. Software agents are used

as a means of carrying out a user’s
requests in an open-market fashion on
heterogeneous collections. The main ar-
eas of research in UMDL are agent-
based technologies and user interface
issues.

The digital libraries project at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign (http://www.grainger.uiuc.edu/dli/)
focuses on facilitating access to engi-
neering and science journals. Articles
are obtained directly from the publish-
ers in SGML format and are made
available for searching and full display,
including text, figures, tables, and equa-
tions. Research is generally aimed at
the scalability (hundreds of thousands
of documents with thousands of users)
and functionality of digital libraries.
Building effective document indexes is
also a prime initiative. The UIUC effort,
however, treats heterogeneous collec-
tions of documents as a federated sys-
tem with a central repository for in-
dexes and a search interface consisting
of multiple views of the source collec-
tions. Users should be able to query
across collections in a consistent fashion
and retrieve and view documents in
their entirety.

The University of California Santa
Barbara project (http://alexandria.sdc.
ucsb.edu/) concentrates on the manage-
ment and retrieval of geographic and
spatially indexed information. This ap-
proach differs from other DL projects in
that short-term goals focus on develop-
ing a rapid prototype system using ex-
isting components for comparison with
future research. Within the first year of
the project, a prototype system was con-
structed using commercial database
management systems (Sybase) and geo-
graphic information systems (ArcView).
This prototype was then augmented
with a WWW interface recently de-
ployed for testing. The content for the
prototype systems include aerial photo-
graphs from NASA/AMES Earth Re-
source Air Photo Library and air photos
over time of the California and Santa
Barbara areas. Additional holdings in-
clude materials from the Sierra Nevada
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Ecosystem Project (SNEP) that consist
of physical, biological, cultural, and po-
litical features from surrounding areas
stored as ARC/INFO coverage.

The Stanford digital libraries project
(http://www-diglib.stanford.edu/) endeav-
ors to tie together a broad range of infor-
mation sources spanning traditional
stores of document collections to personal
information stores. All resources are to be
made accessible under an information
bus (the InfoBus) that will tie together
users, services and resources. Content
will be targeted at computer-science-
related literature. The research in the
Stanford project centers on the InfoBus, a
conceptual architecture that encompasses
low-level networking protocols, agent-
based communications protocols, informa-
tion sources, and information clients. The
InfoBus facilitates the exchange of infor-
mation on a variety of levels and is used
to support digital library services includ-
ing searching, translation, publishing, au-
thentication, copy detection, financial,
mediator, and personal information ser-
vices. Initial research for is concerned
with developing the specification for the
InfoBus to accommodate the variety of
modalities present in a digital library.

4. SUMMARY

The field of EC/DLs draws upon almost
every subdiscipline of computer science
and information systems, as well as li-
brary science, management sciences,
and other disciplines. In this review we
have presented research issues that
span these disciplines, yet at the same
time must be brought together to build
truly robust and scalable systems. From
a provider’s perspective, open issues in-
clude building globally distributed col-
laborative environments that combine
legacy data and digitized materials in
secure repositories that can be made
universally available to consumers and
at low cost to providers.
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